CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the findings and discussion of the investigation steps that has described in chapter 3, which consist of two issues. First is to describe the situational factors underlying each type of register used by Spartan-01 on this movie. Afterwards, the writer would like to describe functions of register that used by Spartan-01 on this movie.

4.1 The Describing of Register Based on Situational Factors on Lone Survivor

4.1.1 Casual Register

Data 1
Minute: (00:09:23)

The data below shows casual register during the conversation. The position of Spartan-01 is not in combat situation exactly the positions of Spartan-01 members are in Danny’s bedroom. Mike Murphy looks for Danny Dietz in Danny’s bedroom and when his lieutenant opens the door, Danny spontaneously answers the lieutenant that he would follow his lieutenant to do jogging.

Mike Murphy opens Danny’s bedroom door and he looks at him
Danny Dietz : I'm up. Going down.

The underlined word above occurs between the lieutenant and his soldier to remind his member that they have to do jogging as usual. It includes in casual register because Mike Murphy is trying to get the information from Danny about
his presence in jogging activity. The dialogue between Mike Murphy and his soldier is called unequal status because the conversation happens between soldiers and the lieutenant. The affective involvement between Mike Murphy and Danny Dietz is high because they know each other as soldiers and they discuss the information in their own bedroom.

In addition, Spartan-01 members are in the bedroom of their own base frequently meet each other which indicate that the term is called frequent. During conversation, Mike Murphy asks the information to Danny spontaneously. This dialogue is decided as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this dialogue includes in immediate feedback where all the soldiers can speak directly give responses to the addressor. The function of the register is Instrumental function because the speaker tells the hearer that they have to do daily activity (jogging).

Data 2
Minute: (00:11:56)

The following data is also casual register during the conversation. The position of Spartan-01 is still in their Base. exactly Spartan-01 members are in the field of their base. Mike Murphy asks Patton’s opinion about who wins jogging between Mike Murphy and Danny Dietz.

Mike Murphy : Patton, not that we care, but what do you think? Let me see you make a tactical decision right now.
Patton : He did lose, but he was close.

The underlined words above occur between the lieutenant and his soldier to understand the way his members make a decision about the winner. It includes in casual register because they are trying to get the information or opinion about the
winner. The dialogue between Mike Murphy and his members is called Unequal status because the conversation happens between lieutenants to his soldiers (lower status). The affective involvement between Mike Murphy and his soldiers is high because they know each other as soldiers and they discuss the information in their Base.

In addition, Spartan-01 members are in the field of their own base frequently meet each other which indicate that the term is called frequent. During conversation, the lieutenant asks the information spontaneously. This dialogue is decided as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this dialogue includes in immediate feedback where all the soldiers can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register is Representational function because the speaker explains his opinion about the winner.

**Data 3**
**Minute: (00:13:09)**

This data shows casual register during the conversation. The position of Spartan-01 are in their base. Exactly Spartan-01 members are in briefing room and Mike Murphy as a lieutenant gives information to his soldiers about the target that they are going to kill.

Mike Murphy explains the information about the Taliban’s leader Mike Murphy: Bad guy senior Taliban commander responsible for killing marines in eastern Afghanistan. A Tier 1 target.

The underlined words above occur among the lieutenant and his party members to recognize that the target is very dangerous. It includes in casual register because they are trying to get the information about their target by marking the
target. The dialogue between Mike Murphy and his party members is called Unequal status because the conversation happens between lieutenants to his soldiers (lower status). The affective involvement between Mike Murphy and his soldiers is high because they know each other as soldiers and they discuss the information in their Base.

In addition, Spartan-01 members are in the briefing room frequently meet each other which indicate that the term is called frequent. During briefing, the lieutenant explains all the information spontaneously. This dialogue is known as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this dialogue includes in immediate feedback where all the soldiers can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register is Representational function because the speaker explains about the main target that has killed marines before.

**Data 4**
Minute: (00:13:31)

The data below still tells about casual register during the Spartan-01 conversation. The conversation is still in the briefing room with joy condition which means the position of Spartan-01 is not in combat situation and it makes their discussion only focus on the information of the target. Mike Murphy as chief of Spartan-01 gives the strategy to his members about the job description that they will have during the mission. He gives different task for his members. He says:

Mike Murphy explains the each position of Spartan-01 members
Mike Murphy: we’re going in with a four-man recon team.
Axelson, you’ll be point. Myself, I’ll be second.
Dietz, comms. Marcus, rear, med.
The underlined words above occur among Mike Murphy as the chief of Spartan-01 and his soldiers to give job description. The way Spartan-01 talk about strategy that they will apply in their mission and the way that make them only focus on getting the information is including in casual register. The status of the data stated above is called Unequal because the conversation happens between Mike Murphy as the chief of Spartan-01 and his members (lower status). For the affective involvement is high because they know each other as soldiers even Mike Murphy is the lieutenant but they are still same soldier. In addition, all soldiers frequently meet each other during their daily activities in the Base which indicate that the term is called frequent.

During the explanation of job description, the lieutenant speaks spontaneously. This dialogue is decided as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this dialogue includes in immediate feedback where all the members can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register is Instrumental function because Mike Murphy as the speaker gives order to his members about their job description.

**Data 5**
Minute: (00:13:43)

The following data is still casual register during the briefing of Spartan-01. Axelson as the member of Spartan-01 gives an explanation to other members about the communication condition that they will have during the mission as the order of Mike Murphy. Axelson analyzes the condition to his friends and he shows the route to have a good position to enter in enemy base. He says:

Mike Murphy orders Axelson to explain the route of their mission
Axelson: We're gonna be moving up the back side of this mountain here, which is gonna offer great concealment from the village.

The underlined word above occurs among Axelson and the other members of Spartan-01 which includes in casual register because they are the same soldiers in the same group and they focus on the information of the route condition. The status of the data stated above is called Equal because the conversation happens between Axelson as the member of Spartan-01 and the other members (same status). The affective involvement in this data is high because they know each other as the members of Spartan-01.

In addition, all members in the briefing room frequently meet each other which indicate that the term is called frequent. During briefing, Axelson as the second Sniper speaks about the route spontaneously. This data is spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this explanation includes in immediate feedback where all the members can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register stated above is Representational function because the speaker uses register to analyze the reality of Spartan-01’s route that they will face during the mission.

**Data 6**
Minute: (00:14:05)

This data shows casual register during the briefing of Spartan-01. Marcus Luttrell as the member of Spartan-01 gives an explanation to other members about the gunfight situation that they will have during the mission if the enemies know their existence. He analyzes the condition for his partners and he shows that in the gunfight, there is no good position to seek some aids. He says:
Marcus Luttrell: First things, first you're gonna win the fight.
No medicine in a gun fight.

The underlined words above occur among Marcus Luttrell and the others member of Spartan-01 which includes in casual register because they are the same soldiers in the same group and they focus on the information of the gunfight condition. The status of the data stated above is called Equal because the conversation happens among Marcus Lutterell as the first Sniper and the others member of Spartan-01 (same status). The affective involvement in this data is high because they know each other as the members of Spartan-01.

In addition, all members in briefing room frequently meet each other which indicate that the term is called frequent. During briefing, Marcus Luttrell as the first Sniper tells about the gunfight condition spontaneously. This data is known as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this explanation includes in immediate feedback where all members can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register stated above is Representational function because the speaker uses register to explain the reality of Spartan-01’s gunfight if they face their enemies during the mission.

**Data 7**
Minute: (00:14:26)

The data stated below is still casual register during the briefing of Spartan-01. Danny Dietz as the member of Spartan-01 gives the explanation to other members about the communication condition that they will have during the mission. He analyzes the condition for his members and he shows about the chance to have a good communication. He says:
Danny explains to his friends about the route that they have during mission.

Danny Dietz: The angel of this region is very steep. Expect typical comms problem, we’re gonna be on two-hour comms windows.

The underlined words above occur among Danny Dietz and other Spartan-01 members which includes in casual register because they are the same soldiers in the same group and they focus on the information of communication condition. The status of the data stated above is called Equal because the conversation happens among Danny Dietz as member of Spartan-01 and other members. The affective involvement in this data is high because they know each other as the members of Spartan-01.

In addition, all members in briefing room frequently meet each other which indicate that the term is called frequent. During briefing, Danny Dietz as the Radioman speaks spontaneously. This data is decided as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this explanation includes in immediate feedback where all the members can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register stated above is Representational function because the speaker uses register to explain the communication reality that Spartan-01 will face during the mission.

Data 8
Minute: (00:14:34)

This data shows the use of casual register during briefing of Spartan-01 in the Base. Danny Dietz as the member of Spartan-01 gives an explanation to other members about the checkpoint that they will have during the mission by giving codeword in order to hide their real checkpoint from the enemies. He describes the
codeword for his friends. He says:

Danny also explains the checkpoint name that they will use during the mission:

Danny Dietz: waypoint one is Budweiser. Waypoint two is Miller. Three is Corona. Four is Heineken, and four O.P.1, schlitz malt liquor.

The underlined words above occur among Danny Dietz and other Spartan-01 members which includes in casual register because at that time, they are as the same soldiers in the same group and they focus on the information of checkpoint condition. The status of the data stated above is called Equal because the conversation happens between Danny Dietz as the member of Spartan-01 and other members. The affective involvement in this data is high because they know each other as the members of Spartan-01.

In addition, all members in briefing room frequently meet each other even before the briefing begins which indicate that the term is called frequent. During briefing, Danny Dietz as the Radioman speaks spontaneously. This data is decided as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this explanation includes in immediate feedback where all the members can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register stated above is Representational function because the speaker uses register to describe the checkpoint that Spartan-01 will have during the mission.

**Data 9**

Minute: (00:16:09)

This data also shows the use of casual register during the briefing of Spartan-01 in the Base. Axelson as the member of Spartan-01 tells Mike Murphy
about the strategy. The strategy they use is utilizing a lot of vehicles such as helicopters. He says:

Axelson tells his chief about the use of military vehicles when Mike Murphy watch the miniature of choppers on the strategic table

Axelson: A lot of moving parts.

The underlined word above occurs between Axelson and Mike Murphy which includes in casual register because at that time, they are as the same soldiers in the same group and they focus on the information of the strategy condition. The status of the data stated above is called Unequal because the conversation happens between Axelson as the member of Spartan-01 and Mike Murphy as the lieutenant (lower status). The affective involvement in this data is high because they know each other as the members of Spartan-01.

In addition, all members in the briefing room frequently meet each other even before the briefing begun which indicate that the term is called frequent. During briefing, Axelson as the second Sniper speaks spontaneously. This data is known as spoken and spontaneous term. Therefore, this explanation includes in immediate feedback where all the members can speak directly give responses to the addressee. The function of the register stated above is Representational function because the speaker uses register to describe the use of many vehicles that Spartan-01 will have during the mission.

4.1.2. Intimate Register

Data 10
Minute: (00:22:49)

The following data shows Intimate Register during the conversation of
Spartan-01. The position of Spartan-01 is in combat situation. They are not in their Base which means they should talk with the language that only Spartan-01 members are able to understand it.

Danny Dietz : Apollo 2-2, Spartan O-1. Radio check
Pilot : Spartan O-1, this is Apollo 2-2. We will be with you for the next six hours. Have a nice walk.
Danny Dietz : Apollo 2-2, this is Spartan O-1. Copy.

The underlined words above occur between Danny Dietz as Radioman of Spartan-01 and the Pilot that covers them till the last checkpoint. The conversation above includes in Intimate Register because they are in a mission where all people have to stand by and use appropriate word to protect their communication from being monitored by enemy. The status of the dialogue includes in Equal (Radioman to Pilot) because Danny Dietz as Radioman of Spartan-01 is similar to the pilot as the soldiers who have to protect Spartan-01 till the last checkpoint.

In addition, the way Danny Dietz informs the Pilot also includes in High Affective Involvement that shows both of speaker are military members. The communication happens between both speakers by term called Occasional which means both of them who rarely meet because the Pilot exclude of Spartan-01 members which only consists of four men. The dialogue is done between Radioman and Pilot by speaking through live radio. Thus, the information that they share goes spontaneously. Both speakers reply the information directly which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of this register is to check the condition of the communication between Spartan-01 with the Apollo-22 that includes in Interactional function.
**Data 11**

Minute: (00:28:27)

This data also shows Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, the position of Spartan-01 is in combat situation which means that they are in enemy territory. Because they are not in their own Base, they should communicate with the language that only their members are able to understand it.

Mike Murphy: Marcus *on me*

   Danny, take our six. Inform command of our new position.

The underlined words above occur between the chief of Spartan-01 and his members, which includes in Intimate Register because they are in a mission where all people have to stand by and use appropriate word to protect their communication from being monitored by enemy. The status of the dialogue includes in Unequal (Chief to Radioman and Sniper) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group gives orders to both Radioman and Sniper.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy gives order to both soldiers includes in High Affective Involvement that shows both speakers are military members. The communication happens among chief and his members by term called Frequent which means they are soldiers who frequently meet in daily life. The dialogue is done by speaking through live radio. Thus, the orders which Mike Murphy shares go spontaneously. Both soldiers who get the orders obey it directly which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of this dialogue is interacting and planing that include in Instrumental Function because both soldiers obey the
speaker’s order.

**Data 12**  
Minute: (00:29:46)

The data below shows the use of Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, one of Spartan-01 member recognizes their target and they use appropriate word to figure out the target during the conversation. In this data also shows that they are in enemy territory which makes Spartan-01 always maintain low profile and communicate by using language that only the members are able to understand it.

Mike Murphy : Four guys on the right. Red scarf, no earlobe  
Marcus Luttrell : Super freak. That's Rick James, bi*ch.

The underlined word above occurs between Mike Murphy as the chief of group and Marcus Luttrell as his Sniper, which includes in Intimate Register because they talk with a close relationship as chief to his soldiers and it also shows that Spartan-01 have to stand by and use appropriate word to protect their communication from being monitored by enemy. The status of the dialogue includes in Unequal (Chief to Sniper) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group tells the information to his Sniper about the main target.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy tells the information to his Sniper includes in High Affective Involvement that shows both speakers are military members during the conversation. The communication happens between chief and his Sniper by term called Frequent which means they are the soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is known that the dialogue is done by speaking through live radio. Thus, the information that Mike
Murphy shares to Marcus Luttrell goes spontaneously. Both speakers reply the information directly which is called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is about an explanation of main target’s characteristic that includes in Representational Function.

**Data 13**

**Minute: (00:30:05)**

The data below still shows Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, Chief Commander of Spartan-01 asks his second Sniper about his surveillance. In this data also shows that both of them are in enemy territory which makes them always maintain low profile and communicate by using language that only the members are able to understand it.

Mike Murphy : Axe, you sexy in there? You comfy?
Axelson : Solid. Advise on target

The underlined words above occur between Mike Murphy lieutenant and Axelson as his second Sniper, which includes in Intimate Register because they talk with a close relationship as the chief to his soldiers and it also shows that Spartan-01 have to stand by and use appropriate word to protect their communication from being monitored by enemy even for asking the condition. The status of the dialogue includes in Unequal (Chief to Sniper) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group asks the condition to his second Sniper.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy asks the condition to his second Sniper includes in High Affective Involvement that shows both speakers are military members during the conversation. The communication happens between chief and his second Sniper by term called Frequent which means they are the soldiers who
frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is also known that the dialogue is done by speaking through live radio. Thus, Mike Murphy asks the condition of Axelson goes spontaneously. Both speakers reply conversation directly which is called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is about interacting between two soldiers that includes in Interational Function.

**Data 14**
Minute: (00:33:01)

This data still shows Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, they communicate with the language that only their members are able to understand it. It shows that the position of Spartan-01 is in combat situation which means that they are in enemy territory. It also can be seen from the Chief commands that Danny Dietz should stay to watch the situation while the others take a rest.

> Mike Murphy: listen up. At 0930 we move to high ground and make commas. Marcus, Axe, shut her down. Dietz, you got security.

The underlined words above occur between the Chief of Saprtan-01 and his members, which includes in Intimate Register because they are in a mission where all people have to stand by and use appropriate word to protect their communication from being monitored by enemy. The status of the dialogue includes in Unequal (Chief to his members) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief commander group gives orders to his members. He orders Marcus Luttrell and Axelson to take a rest, at the same time he also gets Danny Dietz to be a security guard who protect the others members during the rest.
In addition, the way Mike Murphy gives orders to his soldiers includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all of speakers are military members. The communication happens between chief and his members by term called Frequent which means they are soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is known that the dialogue is done by speaking through live radio. Thus, the orders which Mike Murphy shares go spontaneously to all his members. All members who get the orders obey it directly which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the dialogue is to request that includes in Instrumental function because all soldiers obey the speaker’s order.

**Data 15**

Minute: (00:37:37)

This data below shows Intimate Register during conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, when Spartan-01 are found by the local villagers and then Spartan-01 try to send the information to their Base about their new condition. Spartan-01 communicate with the language that only their members are able to understand it. Mike Murphy as Chief of Group informs the Radioman about the malfunction of communication.

Mike Murphy: Calling on an **unsecure sat line** because **your shit ain’t functioning**

Danny Dietz: **Talk to the mountain**, Sir.

The underlined words above occur between the Chief Commander of Spartan-01 and his Radioman, which includes in Intimate Register because they talk about the communication error during the mission that can endanger other members and it also shows the relationship between Chief and the members is
close. The status of the dialogue between Mike Murphy and Danny Dietz includes in Unequal (Chief to his members) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group protests to his members about the communication error.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy shows his disappointment to his soldiers includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all of speakers are military members during the conversation. The communication happens between chief and his members by term called Frequent which means they are the soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is known that the dialogue is done by speaking face to face. Thus, Mike Murphy tells his disappointment spontaneously to his Radioman. Danny Dietz as the Radioman replies directly the Mike Murphy’s complaint which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is to explain the reality that includes in Heuristic function because Radioman understands that the mountain is the barrier to get a good communication signal and because of that his chief uses the satellite phone.

**Data 16**
Minute: (00:49:45)

This data still shows Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, Spartan-01 are trying to avoid the gunfight with Taliban soldiers, after Mike Murphy asks the condition of his second Sniper, lieutenant orders his soldiers to go back to the trees and move again after sundown. Mike Murphy communicates with the appropriate word that only his members are able to understand it.
Mike Murphy : How do you feel?.
Axelson : This is bad spot.
Mike Murphy : You okay?.
Axelson : All set.
Mike Murphy : Good. Let’s fall back to that tree line. Wait till sundown.

The underlined words above occur between the Chief Commander of Spartan-01 and his second Sniper, which includes in Intimate Register because after Mike Murphy asks the condition of his member, he gets his soldiers to wait in the jungle till sundown and it also shows the relationship between Chief and the members is very important because he tries to keep them safe. The status of the dialogue between Mike Murphy and his members includes in Unequal (Chief to his members) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group orders to his members about his plan to wait until sundown before they continue the escape.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy orders his soldiers includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all speakers are military members during the that conversation. The communication happens between chief and his members by term called Frequent which means they are soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is known that the dialogue is done by speaking face to face. Thus, Mike Murphy orders his soldiers spontaneously. Axelson as the second Sniper replies directly the Mike Murphy’s suggestion which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is to order that includes in Instrumental Function because Chief Commander of Spartan-01 gives order to his members to move back into the trees and continue their escape after sundown.
**Data 17**

Minute: (00:53:01)

This data also shows Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, Spartan-01 face the Taliban, the lieutenant tells his soldiers that he wants to look for the enemy’s power for about two minutes. At that situation Spartan-01 communicate with the appropriate word that only their members are able to understand it.

Mike Murphy: I'm going to do some *recon*. Be back in two minutes.

Marcus: You want some company?

Mike Murphy: Negative.

The underlined words above happen between the Chief of Spartan-01 and his members, which includes in Intimate Register because Mike Murphy tells his members that he wants to check the enemy’s power for about two minutes and it also shows the relationship among Chief and the members is very important. The Tenor of the dialogue between Mike Murphy and his members includes in Unequal (Chief to his members) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group tells to his members about his plan to check enemy’s power secretly.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy tells his secret strategy to his soldiers includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all of speakers are military members during the that conversation. The communication happens between chief and his members by term called Frequent which means they are the soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is found that the dialogue is done by speaking face to face. Thus, Mike Murphy tells his secret strategy spontaneously to his members. Marcus Luttrell as the first Sniper replies
directly the Mike Murphy’s suggestion which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is to analyze the enemies power that includes in Heuristic function because Chief of Spartan-01 suggest to his members to look for enemy’s strength in order to describe the enemies quantity.

**Data 18**

**Minute:** (00:53:52)

This following data is Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, Spartan-01 face the Taliban, the lieutenant tells his soldiers that they will face the enemy’s power. At that situation Spartan-01 always communicate with the appropriate word that only their members are able to understand it. After the lieutenant tells his members about the battle, he tells his soldier that they will face a gunfight with the enemy.

After Mike Murphy analyzes the Taliban’s power, he tells his soldier that they will have gunfight during the mission

Mike Murphy : We’re about to get contact.

The underlined word above occurs between the Chief Commander of Saprtan-01 and his members, which includes in Intimate Register because Mike Murphy tells his members that they will face the enemy’s power and it also shows the relationship between Chief and the members is very important. The status of the dialogue between Mike Murphy and his members includes in Unequal (Chief to his members) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief commander group tells to his members about the gunfight that they will face.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy tells his soldiers about the gunfight includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all of speakers are military
members during the that conversation. The communication happens among chief and his members by term called Frequent which means they are soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is known that the dialogue is done by speaking face to face. Thus, Mike Murphy tells the gunfight that they will face spontaneously to his members. All of his members reply directly to the Mike Murphy’s information which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is to give the real condition that includes in Representational function because Chief Commander of Spartan-01 tells his members about the gunfight that they will face against Taliban.

**Data 19**
Minute: (00:54:43)

This data is still Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, Spartan-01 face the Taliban, the lieutenant tells his soldiers that they will face the enemy’s power. At that situation Spartan-01 always communicate with the appropriate word that only their members are able to understand it. After the lieutenant tells his members about the battle, he tells his soldier that they will face a gunfight with the enemy and then the first Sniper tells that he is ready to shoot the Taliban.

Mike Murphy : Danny get ready to fight
Marcus Lutrell : I'm about ready to punch that timecard.
Mike Murphy : Do it.

The underlined words above happen between the Chief Commander of Spartan-01 and his members, which includes in Intimate Register because Mike Murphy tells his members that the enemy’s power is in front of them and it also
shows the relationship between Chief and the members is closer. The status of the dialogue between Mike Murphy and his members includes in Unequal (Chief to his members) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group tells Danny Dietz to get ready and gives permission to Marcus Luttrell to shoot the target.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy tells his soldiers about the gunfight and gives the permission to kill Taliban includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all of speakers are military members during the that conversation. The communication happens between chief and his members by term called Frequent which means they are the soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is found that the dialogue is done by speaking face to face. Thus, Mike Murphy tells the gunfight that they will face spontaneously to his members. All members reply directly to the Mike Murphy’s orders which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is to request that includes in Instrumental Function because Chief Commander of Spartan-01 gets his members to be ready in gunfight and give permission to kill Taliban.

**Data 20**

Minute: (00:55:38)

This data shows Intimate Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, Spartan-01 face the Taliban, Lieutenant Mike Murphy gives an order to his soldiers to move as the direction he means. During the gunfight, Spartan-01 always communicate with the appropriate word that only their members are able to understand it. Mike Murphy as the Chief Commander of Spartan-01 gives the order for his members to move left.

Mike Murphy orders his soldiers to move left in order to get better spot
to eliminate Taliban’s armies
Mike Murphy: **Push left!** Marcus, move!

The underlined word above happens among the Chief Commander of Spartan-01 and his members, which includes in Intimate Register because Mike Murphy orders his members to restrain from the enemy’s power and it also shows the relationship between Chief and the members is closer because they move together as the chief orders. The status of the dialogue between Mike Murphy and his members includes in Unequal (Chief to his members) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief commander group orders all his members to move left in order to restrain from Taliban.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy orders his soldiers orders all his members to move left in order to restrain from Taliban includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all of speakers are military members during the that conversation. The communication happens between chief and his members by term called **Frequent** which means they are the soldiers who frequently meet not only in mission but also in daily life. It is found that the dialogue is done by speaking through radio live. Thus, Mike Murphy orders all his members to move left is spontaneously. All of his members reply directly to the Mike Murphy’s orders which can be called as **Immediate Feedback**. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is to order that includes in Instrumental Function because Chief Commander of Spartan-01 orders his members to move left in order to restrain from the Taliban.
4.1.3 Consultative Register

Data 21
Minute: (01:16:31)

The following data shows consultative Register during the conversation of Spartan-01. In this data, after Spartan-01 have heavy gunfight with Taliban, Lieutenant Mike Murphy sacrifices himself he tries to call the Base that he needs an air strike to destroy the enemies. He tells the Base that Spartan-01 need assistance especially for air support.

Mike Murphy calls for aid to the base when their position is trapped under the cliff
Mike Murphy : This is Lieutenant Mike Murphy. Spartan-01 we need immediate air support we need help we are heading the ravine toward the Chichal village
Base : Roger that, Murphy
Mike Murphy : We need immediate CAS.
Base : Lieutenant I need your ten-digit grid

The underlined words above occur between the Chief of Spartan-01 and an operator man at the Base, which includes in consultative Register because Mike Murphy gets the Base to send a help and it also shows the relationship between Chief and the members is close because Mike Murphy asking a help in order to save his members. The status of the dialogue between Mike Murphy and operator man includes in Unequal (Chief to an operator man) because it shows that Mike Murphy as the chief of group gets him to send an air strike in order to destroy the Taliban.

In addition, the way Mike Murphy asking a help from Base in order to destroy the enemies includes in High Affective Involvement that shows all of speakers are military members during the that conversation. The communication
happens between Chief and an operator man by term called occasional which means they are the soldiers who rarely meet because operator man exclude Spartan-01. It is found that the dialogue is done by speaking through satellite phone. Thus, Mike Murphy gets the Base to send a help spontaneously. The Base reply directly to the Mike Murphy’s orders which can be called as Immediate Feedback. Therefore, the value of the register stated above is to request that includes in Instrumental Function because Chief of Spartan-01 requests the Base to send air strike in order to destroy the Taliban.

4.1 Discussion

Spartan-01 is the group of Redwings team in U.S Special force that consists of 4 personnel who have spoken register base on situational factors. They are Field, Tenor and Mode.

The writer found that the previous study entitled Register Analysis In English Movie Advertisements Of Www.21-Cineplex.Com is the study which focus on characterize linguistics factors, such as diction, language variety and figures of speech; second, to characterize non-linguistic factors and third, to describe how both language variety and figure of speech characterize the register of English movie advertisement. In this study, the writer focuses to describe the factors underlying each type of register are used and to describe functions of register that used. This study is totally different with the register in English advertisement movies, in this study the writer focuses on the situational factors that influence Spartan-01 utters the register in their activities and the function of it that they utter
during the activities.

Havid Ardi from Padang University 2013 also studied military register; he analyzed The Translation of Military Register in the War Movie Subtitle. Havid wrote thesis about the translation of military register which seem very respectful to superiors. It aims at discovering the ways of at finding problems in the subtitle of military register and its implication toward teaching the translation subject. The tentative finding shows that military register tends to be translated in general term and non military register. In this study, the squad of Spartan-01 utter register based on situational factors and also the function of register.

Nurliahy Eka Novarianti from English Department, State Islamic University of Sunan Ampel Surabaya 2014. The title of her study is AN ANALYSIS OF REGISTER “GRAPHIC DESIGNER AND DIGITAL PRINTING TERMS” USED IN DIGITAL PRINTING. She analyzed about what kinds of register and the situational factors used in PT Inspirasi Bangun Mandiri Digital Printing Surabaya. She found two kinds of register appeared as graphic designer and digital printing term both in written and oral data. Each types of the register found whether graphic design term or digital printing term have their own situational factor behind the use of the term base on field, tenor, and mode of data. The thesis writer found the field of data is the specialized one such as Formal, Consultative and Casual Register in either written or oral data. In this study the writer finds the prominent register used by Spartan-01 are Casual, Intimate and consultative Register.